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Abstract: 28 

Aims: To estimate the prevalence of self-reported adverse reactions (AdR) to subcutaneous 29 

airborne allergen immunotherapy (SCIT) and to describe factors associated with its occurrence. 30 

Methods: Real-life, observational, descriptive study of all patients treated with SCIT at a 31 

Portuguese allergy unit between 03/2017 and 06/2019, and who answered ≥1 time to a pre-32 

SCIT evaluation questionnaire assessing the occurrence of local and/or systemic AdR in the 33 

previous administration.  34 

Results: 939 questionnaires from 231 patients (42% female, 35% with asthma) were included. 35 

Most (60%) SCIT preparations had multiple allergens with concentration adjusted to prevent 36 

dilution (MA-NoDil), 26% were single allergen with standard concentration (SA-SC), 10% single 37 

allergen with higher than standard concentration (SA-HC), and 4% mixtures without 38 

concentration adjustment (MA-Dil). SCIT-related AdR were self-reported in 313 (33%) 39 

administrations, 97% at the injection site and 11% grade 1 systemic symptoms. In a multivariable 40 

model, being a female and having asthma were associated with higher risk of AdR. MA-NoDil 41 

SCIT presented a lower risk of AdR compared to SA-SC SCIT.  42 

Conclusions: SCIT-related AdR were self-reported in 1/3 of the administrations, most at the 43 

injection site. The risk of AdR was higher in females and in patients with asthma. The lower risk 44 

of adverse reactions observed in SCIT preparations with multiple allergens with no dilutional 45 

effect should be further explored in future, targeted studies. 46 

 47 

Keywords: Adverse reactions; Subcutaneous Allergen Immunotherapy; Multiple allergen 48 

immunotherapy; Extracts dilutional effect 49 
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Introduction 52 

Allergen immunotherapy (AIT) is the only disease-modifying treatment for allergic diseases.(1) 53 

It is usually administered by sublingual (SLIT) or subcutaneous (SCIT) route and both have 54 

demonstrated efficacy in reducing both allergic symptoms upon exposure to aeroallergens and 55 

the need for rescue medications.(1) To achieve long-term benefits, AIT should be continued for 56 

a minimum of 3 years.(2, 3) 57 

Allergen immunotherapy safety, especially with SCIT, has been a significant concern. In fact, 58 

adverse reactions (AdR) associated with SCIT administration are common with some studies 59 

reporting that over 85% of patients receiving SCIT experience local, injection site reactions 60 

(LR).(1) Conversely, systemic reactions (SR) with SCIT are unusual but potentially severe, 61 

including the risk of anaphylaxis(1, 4). Therefore allergen immunotherapy should be 62 

administered by or under the close supervision of a trained physician who can recognize early 63 

symptoms and signs of anaphylaxis and administer emergency treatment.(4) Moreover, all 64 

patients should be kept under surveillance at the healthcare facility for at least 30 minutes 65 

following injections.(4) The rate of SCIT-associated SR of varying severity is relatively low, at 66 

around 0.1–0.2%.(1) In Portugal, published data shows that SCIT-associated SR are also 67 

infrequent, occurring in about 0.1% of all SCIT administrations.(5)  68 

There are several commonly described risk factors for SCIT-associated SR, including poorly-69 

controlled asthma, infections, physical exercise, administration during pollen season, prior 70 

history of SCIT-associated SR, some concomitant medications (such as beta-adrenergic blockers 71 

or ACE inhibitors), frequency of administration, dosing error and incorrect administration 72 

technique.(4, 6-9) Although SR can be severe and even lead to death(1), LR are much more 73 

common and can have impact on patient compliance and SCIT schedule or dose.(10, 11) 74 

Nevertheless, risk factors for SCIT-associated LR or AdR as a whole (including both local and 75 

systemic AdR) were seldom evaluated.  76 M
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In the last couple of years, new SCIT formulations have been released by different 77 

manufacturers. These include the possibility to prescribe mixtures of non-homologous allergens 78 

without significant loss of efficacy and the use of SCIT preparations with higher than standard 79 

allergen concentration.  Although the current European guidelines on AIT do not recommend 80 

prescribing SCIT with mixtures of non-homologous allergens(2) 60 to 80% of the patients 81 

consulting allergists are polysensitized.(12) When treating a polyallergic patient with AIT, some 82 

allergists use a single-allergen formulation (selecting the most clinically relevant allergen), 83 

whereas others prefer to prescribe either a mixture of two or more allergen extracts (preferably 84 

adjusting for dilutional effect) or two or more separate allergens.(12) The possibility to use 85 

mixtures of non-homologous allergens within the same SCIT preparation seems very interesting 86 

to treat polyallergic patients. Still, there are unclarified concerns regarding the stability of the 87 

preparation(12) and a possible increase in the risk of AdR. 88 

Dose-finding clinical trials suggested that SCIT efficacy increases with higher allergen 89 

concentrations, but this may be hampered by an increased risk of adverse reactions(13). 90 

Nevertheless, most allergen preparations commercialized in Portugal have no published studies 91 

regarding the optimal concentration (efficacy combined with tolerability) nor the associated risk 92 

of AdR.  93 

This study aimed to estimate the prevalence of self-reported local and/systemic AdR to SCIT with 94 

airborne allergens and to describe factors associated with the occurrence of self-reported AdR, 95 

focusing on a possible increased risk in relation to the use of allergen mixtures and higher 96 

allergen concentrations. 97 

 98 
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Material and methods 99 

Study design  100 

This was an observational, descriptive study that analyzed real-world data collected 101 

anterogradely during administrations of SCIT with airborne allergens in a private allergy unit 102 

from Northern Portugal, between March 2017 and June 2019. During this period, 497 individuals 103 

had SCIT administered at the site.  104 

Participants 105 

This study included data from all individuals who answered at least once to the self-administered 106 

questionnaire that is applied prior to SCIT administration as part of the usual clinical care 107 

provided at the allergy unit. Patients without any information on SCIT AdR in the filled the 108 

questionnaires were excluded. No additional exclusion criteria (e.g. regarding the time since the 109 

beginning of SCIT or SCIT composition) were applied. 110 

Data Collection 111 

Data on SCIT AdR were collected using a self-administered paper questionnaire that was 112 

implemented in 2017 to have a structured assessment of the conditions for a safe SCIT 113 

administration. The questionnaire was delivered to the patient after arriving to the allergy unit 114 

and filled while waiting for SCIT administration under the supervision of a healthcare 115 

professional that clarified any doubt about the interpretation of the questions, but avoided 116 

direct influence on answer selection; this support was only provided when requested by the 117 

patient. Children under thirteen years old answered the questionnaires together with their 118 

parents; older children were asked to answer the questionnaire by themselves but could ask for 119 

parent support when they felt it was needed.  120 

Additional data on allergic disease diagnosis, date of first SCIT administration and physician 121 

perception on the relation between SCIT administration and self-reported systemic reactions 122 
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were collected from the electronic medical records and, when necessary, from specific SCIT 123 

administration paper records. No information regarding local AdR was collected from the 124 

electronic medical records. 125 

Data on SCIT characterization, including type of extract (e.g. polymerized, depot or aqueous), 126 

allergen composition and concentration (with or without dilutional effect) were collected from 127 

the SCIT packaging and manufacturer's information. 128 

All the patient data were collected as part of the usual clinical care and they were anonymized 129 

before analysis.  130 

Questionnaire description 131 

The questionnaire is provided as supplementary material (Figure S1). 132 

The collected data on adverse reactions reported to the last SCIT administration and included a 133 

symptom checklist considering both local and systemic symptoms. The checklist for local 134 

reactions included the presence of swelling and its approximate size (<5 cm, 5 to 8 cm, and >8 135 

cm), redness, itching and subcutaneous nodule. The checklist for systemic symptoms ("apart 136 

from injection site") was stratified according to the systems that are commonly used for severity 137 

classification(14): skin, respiratory, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular systems. Within each 138 

body system, the most frequent or particularly relevant symptoms were specifically included. A 139 

few additional symptoms that do not directly fit into any of the referred systems but are 140 

frequently described in the literature(14) (e.g.: metallic taste, headache, itchy and watery red 141 

eyes) were also included. Patients could also report other symptoms as free text.  142 

When an AdR was reported, the patient was asked to provide additional details regarding the 143 

timing of onset (<30 minutes, 30 to 60 minutes and >60 minutes), associated discomfort and 144 

impact (not troublesome; mild discomfort, easily tolerable; moderate discomfort, tolerable; and 145 

severe discomfort, interfering with daily activities/sleep), need for medical observation and 146 

treatment.  147 
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Additional data regarding recent/current acute illness, and current allergic disease control, 148 

including CARAT (Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test) and a visual analogue scale 149 

assessing eye symptoms, were also collected, but are not used in this analysis. 150 

Classifications and definitions  151 

The classification of swelling dimensions considered in the questionnaire checklist (<5 cm, 5 to 152 

8 cm, and >8 cm) was based on the cut-offs that are commonly used to decide on SCIT dose 153 

increase (when applicable), keep as is or decrease(15).   154 

The severity of systemic reactions to SCIT was computed using the self-reported systemic 155 

symptoms and classified according to the classification proposed by the World Allergy 156 

Organization (WAO)(14), including 5 different grades. SCIT allergen composition was classified 157 

according to the number of non-homologous allergens into single vs multiple allergen (MA) SCIT. 158 

Homologous allergens were considered when a high cross-reactivity is reported in the literature, 159 

such as between D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae, and they were considered as a single allergen. 160 

Single allergen (SA) SCIT was further classified according to allergen concentration into standard 161 

(SC) or higher than standard concentration (HC; e.g.: preparations described as "strong" by SCIT 162 

manufacturers). MA SCIT was classified according to the presence of dilutional effect, according 163 

to the manufacturer’s information regarding that specific SCIT preparation: if the manufacturer 164 

reported that the dilutional effect of allergen mixture was compensated, the preparation was 165 

considered as without dilutional effect (NoDil); if no concentration adjustment was explicitly 166 

indicated, the preparation was considered as having dilution effect (Dil). Moreover, to classify 167 

the mixtures according to the presence of allergens of different groups, single allergens were 168 

grouped into six major classes: mites (D. pteronyssinus / D. farinae and L. destructor); epithelia 169 

(cat and dog); grass, tree (olea europea, betula alba and platanus acerifolia) and weed 170 

(parietaria judaica, artemisia vulgaris and plantago lanceolata) pollens; and molds (Alternaria 171 

alternata).  172 M
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Statistical analysis 173 

Categorical data were described with absolute and relative frequencies. Continuous variables 174 

with normal distribution (e.g. age) were described with mean and standard deviation (SD); those 175 

with non-parametric distribution (e.g. time since the beginning of SCIT) were presented as 176 

median and percentile 25-percentile 75. Normality was checked using Shapiro-Wilk test and by 177 

visual analysis of the variable distribution. A sub analysis including patients that filled at least six 178 

questionnaires during the study period was also performed. 179 

Generalized estimating equations were used to develop a repeated measures multivariable 180 

logistic regression model to explain the factors associated with the occurrence of AdR. A 181 

common anonymized identifier and SCIT composition were used to identify repeated measures 182 

(with patient / SCIT composition pairs being the unit of analysis within the model). A univariate 183 

analysis was performed with all available variables possibly associated with the occurrence of 184 

AdR. Variables with a p-value <0.250 in the univariate analysis were selected for inclusion in the 185 

multivariable regression model. This initial multivariable model was further improved using a 186 

stepwise strategy, with additional variables being excluded based on the individual p-value after 187 

adjustment and the model's QICC (corrected Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model 188 

Criterion). QICC was used to assess goodness-of-fit and the model with the lowest QICC was 189 

selected. Results were presented as odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). 190 

All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS® version 25 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, 191 

USA). The forest-plot was created with MS Excel® version 2006 (Microsoft Corporation, 192 

Redmond, USA). P-values < 0.05 were defined as statistically significant. 193 

 194 
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Results 195 

Description of the study participants and administered SCIT 196 

During the study period, 991 questionnaires were filled (250 patients) and 52 were excluded. 197 

Overall, 939 questionnaires, from 231 patients, were included (figure 1); 55 (23%) patients filled 198 

≥6 questionnaires. Nine patients changed SCIT composition during the study period, with a total 199 

of 240 patients / SCIT composition pairs available for analysis (Figure 1).  200 

Most study patients were male and had ≥18 years old at the time of the last registered SCIT 201 

administration. All had allergic rhinitis and one third had asthma (Table I). At the time of the 202 

questionnaire, the median[P25-P75] time since the beginning of SCIT was 17[7-30] months; in 203 

37% (n=343) of the administrations SCIT was ongoing for three or more years. 204 

Mites and grass pollens were the most commonly used extracts in the administered SCIT. Almost 205 

two thirds were preparations with MA extracts and only 31% of them had allergens from a single 206 

group. Most mixtures had concentrations adjusted to prevent dilutional effect (Table I). All but 207 

one (an Alternaria alternata extract) were polymerized. 208 

Self-reported AdR: prevalence and characterization 209 

Self-reported SCIT-related AdR were registered in 313 (33%) administrations, corresponding to 210 

111 (48%) patients with at least one AdR. Most (97%) were local AdR and presented with 211 

injection site swelling and/or itching. There were 11% (n=34, corresponding to 4% of all SCIT 212 

administrations) with self-reported systemic symptoms (all grade 1; Table II). Nevertheless, none 213 

of these self-reported systemic reactions was recorded by the administering physician as being 214 

related to SCIT and there were no SCIT interruptions or schedule / dose changes in relation with 215 

these self-reported systemic symptoms.  216 

Thirty-five percent of the AdR started less than 30 minutes after SCIT administration (within the 217 

watching period), 30% between 30 and 60 minutes and 35% after 60 minutes. Only four AdR 218 
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required medical observation, all presenting with local symptoms and one with associated 219 

headache; three of them were treated with topical corticosteroid and/or systemic antihistamine 220 

(the one with headache had no need for treatment). Three quarters (n=232) of the self-reported 221 

AdR had some associated discomfort, but most (77%) were considered mild and easily tolerable. 222 

Only 3 patients (1.2% of those who classified AdR severity) reported severe discomfort that 223 

interfered with sleep or daily activities.  224 

Considering patients that filled ≥6 questionnaires during the study period, 38 (69%) reported at 225 

least one AdR. Twenty of them (53%) reported AdR in less than 50% of the administrations and 226 

five (13%) reported SCIT-related AdR in all administrations. 227 

Self-reported AdR: factors associated with reporting 228 

In the univariate analysis, the self-report of AdR to SCIT was significantly associated with female 229 

gender, asthma diagnosis, the number of allergens groups included in the SCIT preparation and 230 

the type of SCIT (Table III). Age group, time since the beginning of SCIT and the specific allergen 231 

groups included in treatment were not significantly associated with self-reported AdR to SCIT. 232 

In the adjusted model, being a female and having asthma were associated with increased risk of 233 

reporting adverse reactions to SCIT (OR: 1.71[1.19-2.46] and OR: 1.89[1.30-2.75], respectively; 234 

Table III and Figure 2). The type of SCIT was also significantly associated with AdR, with those 235 

under SCIT with MA-NoDil presenting a lower risk of AdR (OR: 0.52[0.35-0.78]). SCIT with SA-HC 236 

was not a significant risk factor for self-reported SCIT-related AdR (Table III and Figure 2). The 237 

number of allergen groups included in the SCIT preparation was not included in the final 238 

adjusted model.  239 

 240 
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Discussion 241 

In this study, patients treated with SCIT with airborne allergens reported adverse reactions in 242 

33% of the administrations. Most adverse reactions were local and with only mild discomfort, 243 

easily tolerable. Although systemic symptoms were self-reported in 4% of the administrations, 244 

none was considered as SCIT-associated by the administering physician. In the adjusted logistic 245 

regression model, the risk of self-reported SCIT-associated AdR was higher in female and 246 

patients with asthma. The use of SCIT preparations with MA-NoDil was associated with a lower 247 

risk of AdR.  248 

This study assessed the patient's perspective regarding SCIT-associated AdR, using real-life data. 249 

To our knowledge, this is one of the few published studies assessing SCIT related AdR based on 250 

self-reported patient information; most of the other studies report only physician information, 251 

which might be more objective and correspond to a more robust evaluation of the underlying 252 

causality relationship, but lack the patient's perspective. Our findings are in agreement with 253 

those from previous studies based on self-reported SCIT-related adverse reactions, with a high 254 

proportion of local adverse reactions, some reports of systemic symptoms (with higher 255 

frequency than when based on physician assessment) and low discomfort. One study in the USA, 256 

by Coop CA et al. (16), found a high proportion of patients (reaching 71%) that reported at least 257 

one local reaction during SCIT; nevertheless, 82% of them considered that they were not 258 

bothersome at all or were only slightly troublesome. Ninety-six per cent stated they would not 259 

stop immunotherapy because of these local reactions. (16) Another study, held in Portugal, by 260 

Santos MAS et al. (17), found that almost 50% of the patients self-reported at least one adverse 261 

reaction during SCIT treatment (with at least one year long), most at the injection site. However, 262 

there were several patients (13% of the whole study population) reporting asthenia, fatigue, 263 

rhinitis and headache, among other systemic symptoms; the authors state that none of the 264 

reactions was severe, and most were ill-defined. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that 265 

these self-reported systemic symptoms were noted at a higher frequency than those usually 266 
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described in the literature, where the usual rate is around 0.1-0.2% per administration 267 

(corresponding to 0.6-4.7% of patients). (1, 6, 18) In fact, our results are difficult to compare 268 

directly with other studies where the frequency of SCIT-related adverse reactions was assessed 269 

and registered by a healthcare professional.(6, 18) The patient perspective gives value to 270 

additional aspects that are not easily evaluated by the healthcare professional, such as 271 

symptomatic, intellectual, psychosocial, spiritual and goal-oriented dimensions of the disease 272 

and its treatment(19), and is recognized as being of significant importance in several clinical 273 

areas, including pulmonary hypertension(19) and allergic diseases. (20, 21) A previous study, by 274 

Baiardini I et al. (21), found that patient's and physician's satisfaction and perceptions related to 275 

allergen immunotherapy had a good correlation/agreement. Still, the agreement in the report 276 

of adverse reactions was not assessed. In our study, the relatively high frequency of self-277 

reported systemic symptoms that were not recorded by the administering physician as related 278 

to SCIT, might be related with these differences in patient’s and physician’s perspectives, but 279 

also with reporting errors. Most questionnaires were completed by the patients themselves. 280 

Although there was supervision by a healthcare professional, we cannot exclude that some 281 

patients misinterpreted the question on SCIT-related adverse reactions and reported all 282 

symptoms that occurred after the last SCIT administration (e.g. rhinitis worsening) even if they 283 

were not genuinely perceived as SCIT-related.  284 

Our findings regarding risk factors for adverse reactions are also very relevant and can support 285 

a more personalized healthcare delivery to patients having their allergic disease treated with 286 

SCIT. Although the risk factors for systemic reactions are commonly described(6-9), few studies 287 

reported on the risk factors for adverse reactions as a whole (including both local and systemic 288 

reactions). We acknowledge that systemic reactions, although rare and usually of moderate 289 

severity, especially with polymerized SCIT extracts(6, 22, 23) (that are frequently used in 290 

Portugal), are a major understandable concern due to the impact on patient safety and 291 

treatment continuation or schedule. Nevertheless, local reactions to SCIT are reported to occur 292 
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in up to 85% of the patients(1) and, even though they don't seem to be predictive of a higher 293 

risk of systemic reactions(1, 16, 24), they could be a major reason for noncompliance with 294 

allergen immunotherapy (10, 11). Although several studies failed to support lower SCIT 295 

compliance with the occurrence of local reactions(16, 25, 26), most allergists adjust SCIT dose 296 

due to local reactions based on the concerns that they cause discomfort that may lead to patient 297 

noncompliance and that they may be predictive of future local reactions(27). In this study, most 298 

AdR were classified as mildly discomfortable and easy to tolerate but they were frequently 299 

recurrent (18 out of 55 patients reported AdR in 50% or more questionnaires and 5 patients 300 

reported SCIT-related AdR in all administrations). We could not assess if any dose adjustment or 301 

treatment interruption were performed based on these self-reported local AdR.  302 

We found that female sex and having asthma were significantly associated with self-reported 303 

SCIT-related AdR. Still, there was no significant increase in the risk of AdR with neither higher 304 

than standard SCIT concentration nor multiple allergens (compared to SCIT with a single allergen 305 

at standard concentration). We found no significant association between SCIT-related AdR and 306 

any specific allergen extract. A previous study, based on physician assessment of pediatric 307 

patients, found that AdR were more common in patients undergoing SCIT with multiple allergens 308 

and house dust mite (18), which disagrees with our findings. This might be related to the 309 

different setting, data collection methods and age group. It is interesting to highlight that, in our 310 

study, having SCIT with MA-NoDil seemed to protect against AdR, which is not easy to explain. 311 

We cannot exclude that this finding might be related to a sample bias favouring a low reporting 312 

of adverse reactions to these SCIT preparations. However, although unpredicted, it may 313 

represent a real effect and should be futher assessed in future, targeted studies. These 314 

unexpected findings are not new in SCIT. In fact, a few year ago, contrary to the hypothesized, 315 

rush SCIT build-up schedules proved at least as safe as traditional, slower build-up schemes.(28, 316 

29) In regard of SCIT preparations with MA, one might also argue that mixing non-homologous 317 

extracts might lead to inactivation of some relevant components, leading to lower potency. This 318 
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was a traditional concern regarding natural extracts and the basis for the recommendation 319 

against mixing extracts from unrelated allergen groups even in polyallergic patients(2, 12). 320 

Nevertheless, in the last couple of years, several immunotherapy manufacturers have been 321 

releasing new SCIT polymerized formulations that allow mixing non-homologous allergens 322 

keeping the concentration from the SA SCIT. Most manufacturers have internal data supporting 323 

high stability and efficacy maintained until the expiry date; however, most stability data 324 

regarding these mixtures were not published in peer-reviewed journals.  325 

Another interesting finding in our data is the absence of a significantly increased risk of AdR with 326 

SA-HC SCIT concentration. In fact, a previous phase two clinical trial testing a SCIT mite 327 

preparation has shown that clinical efficacy incresed at higher SCIT doses; however, it reached 328 

a plateau at a concentration of 50,000AUeq/mL, with the highest concentration being as 329 

effective but presenting higher frequency of adverse events.(13) The reported adverse events 330 

were not severe, but the 50,000AUeq/mL concentration was chosen for further development. 331 

(13) However, this kind of data were not available for most SCIT preparations commercially 332 

available in Portugal, including for those with SA-HC. Although our data is limited by the low 333 

number of these SCIT preparations (corresponding to only 10% of the total), real-world data, 334 

collected during routine care, can give valuable insights on the risk of local and systemic AdR in 335 

relation to SA-HC preparations. Nevertheless, having published data on the stability of non-336 

homologous SCIT mixtures and performing well-designed clinical trials or large observational 337 

studies assessing clinical efficacy and safety of SCIT mixtures and of preparations with higher 338 

allergen concentrations is, currently, an unmet need in allergen immunotherapy-related 339 

knowledge.  340 

As previously stated, a strength of this study is being one of the few published studies assessing 341 

SCIT related AdR based on self-reported patient information and one of the few exploring risk 342 

factors for adverse reactions as a whole. However, this study has several limitations. First, this 343 

was a questionnaire-based self-assessment without healthcare professional input which might 344 
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lead to reporting errors (e.g. due to question misinterpretation) or incorrect evaluation of the 345 

causality relation between SCIT and AdR. We tried to minimize these bias by supervising and 346 

providing support to questionnaire filling whenever asked by the patient; nevertheless, it was 347 

not possible to assure that all patients understood all questions correctly. Secondly, during the 348 

study period (March 2017 to June 2019, 28 months), considering the 231 patients that were 349 

included, we should have around 6468 questionnaires. This means that our response rate was 350 

15% which is low and limits the interpretation and generalizability of our results. Although the 351 

pre-SCIT administration questionnaire was implemented at our site in 2017, it was usually 352 

applied with the support of a specific colleague (MP), that could only consistently collect these 353 

data on specific week periods. We are now working on a more accessible and straightforward 354 

solution, taking advantage of new technologies, that will allow collecting these same data using 355 

a readily accessible smartphone or tablet while the patient waits for SCIT administration. Finally, 356 

we had no data regarding some variables of interest, including the level of allergic disease 357 

control, medication intake (e.g. antihistamine or systemic corticosteroid) that could prevent or 358 

largely minimize AdR, and allergen exposure and practice of physical exercise before or readily 359 

after SCIT administration. It should be noted that the information regarding disease control is 360 

part of the pre-SCIT administration questionnaire. Nevertheless, as the data on SCIT-related AdR 361 

are collected only at the following administration, we need to have sequential questionnaires to 362 

be able to match the information on AdR with control assessment. Due to the low response rate 363 

this was not possible, and we decided not to include data on allergic disease control in this 364 

analysis. Future research should include a larger set of clinical variables, namely allergic disease 365 

control. 366 

 367 

Conclusions 368 

Adverse reactions to subcutaneous allergen immunotherapy were self-reported in one-third of 369 

the included administrations. Most adverse reactions were exclusively at the injection site, and 370 
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most were only mildly troublesome and easily tolerable. The risk of adverse reactions was higher 371 

in female sex and patients with asthma, and lower in patients treated with SCIT preparations 372 

with multiple allergens and concentrations adjusted to prevent dilutional effect. Additional, 373 

well-designed studies, including clinical trials and larger observational studies using real-world 374 

data, are urgently needed. 375 
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Table legends: 455 

Table I: Patient (n=231) and SCIT (n=240) characteristics. Data is presented as n(%), except when 456 

otherwise indicated. 457 

 458 

Table II: Self-reported SCIT adverse reactions, considering all questionnaires (n=939). 459 

Percentages for local and systemic adverse reactions were computed based on the total number 460 

of administrations. 461 

 462 

Table III: Unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the 463 

risk of self-reported SCIT related adverse reactions. 464 
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Figure legends: 466 

Figure 1: Study flowchart 467 

 468 

Figure 2: Forest plot representing the final adjusted model for risk of self-reported SCIT-related 469 

adverse reactions.  470 

 471 
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